
 

Disk Stakka Software Windows 10

as i crawled under the desk, i was considering what i was going to write about the disc stakka the review was going to be a fairly lengthy one, and im really not one for writing lengthy reviews. but, being a devoted mac user, i decided that i would
actually review the mac side of the disc stakka. the disc stakka that i have has an 80mb flash drive attached to the usb port on the back. so, i crawled under my desk, plugged in the disc stakka and connected it to the usb port on my powermac g5

tower, and started the review. just a few weeks ago i put in an order for the disc stakka, so im looking forward to getting my hands on the cd stakka now. the only other thing i couldnt find on the web was the software that would allow me to access the
contents of the discs. i know that on the 24 oct, 2003, at ausom, there was a seminar presentation on cdfs which was talking about the ability of cdfs to read the contents of your discs. a cdfs can be downloaded from the hardware manufacturer for

free, it just wont work on some systems that dont have a cd-rom drive. as this is a web based review, we will be looking at the cdfs from a website that is compatible with the web browser. this was an interesting way to see how the software would work
and the only problem i had was that when i tried to insert the first disc, there was no cd/dvd drive light, but it didnt say to me in any way that there was no drive. i thought that there was nothing there and i was going to have to re-build my system, but
then i noticed a small cd drive light next to the hard drive light, so i figured that there was something there. so in fact i did have to re-build my system but i had another idea of how i was going to organise my discs. so as soon as i heard about the disc

stakka, i bought one and i have to say that it was pretty cool and i cant wait to get my hands on my first disc stakka.
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